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Digital Media Access 

 

Digital media has changed how we access information and what types of access we have. 

No longer are we confined to print newspapers, TV broadcasts, or in person first hand accounts 

from others. If we hear about an event we can open our laptops or smartphones, and have troves 

of information at our fingertips. Of course, there are some limitations and we must be wary of all 

the information we access, but that is part of the responsibility that comes with having different 

forms of access to a mass amount of information. Digital media has a promising affect when it 

comes to the new types of access we have, including instant access, access to collective 

information, and access to multiple sources of information. 

The social networking site Twitter has brought about a trend of live tweeting information. 

By live tweeting users have access to information the instant it happens. There is a constant flow 

of information we have instant access to and it is this instantaneity that was not previously 

available with older forms of media. Prior to the Internet if we wanted to know the happenings of 

the world we had to wait for our morning newspaper, or nightly news broadcast. We did not have 

access to instant information, nor did we have access to information the instant it happened. In 

her essay, “Social Network Sites as Networked Publics,” Danah Boyd discusses they ways social 

networking sites can be networked publics. One way this is true is through the constant flow of 

information and how it is amplified compared to traditional forms of media. “Technology 
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enables broader distribution, either by enhancing who can access the real-time event or widening 

access to reproductions of the moment,” (Boyd 47, in Papacharissi). Here Boyd addresses the 

access we have through social media of “real-time” events. This is the instant access that was not 

possible with traditional forms of media. A recent example of this is through the on going 

conflict in Syria. As this conflict happens people ranging from those involved in the conflict, to 

grass-root bloggers, to major news outlets, take to social media sites including Twitter and 

Facebook to provide information. This allows for people all over the world to have instant access 

to all the information being pushed out, and once the information is received those people can 

also instantly respond. With this access we have now created a constant flow of reciprocated 

instant information. Once this flow is created, the information can then be gathered and added to 

collectives of information. 

With digital media we now have access to large collectives of information like 

Wikipedia. Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia, is a perfect example of the power of collectives 

and digital media, and it also has instant information components. With the Internet and all its 

resources collaboration is a key advantage. One Wikipedia entry can have ten contributors all 

sharing their information to this greater collective. Information can be edited and changed, and is 

constantly evolving. This form of collective could only occur within a digital media platform. 

There would be no way to have an ongoing collaboration that is quickly accessible, visible, and 

changeable to mass amounts of the public. Traditional encyclopedias have multiple authors, but 

their collaboration is not the same as on Wikipedia, they are not involved in ongoing discussions 

about various entries, nor can they edit and update an entry once it has been published. Not only 

does Wikipedia provide collective information, but it also supports constant communication 

amongst its users. When reading the “talk” pages on Wikipedia it is like looking behind the 
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curtains of how entries get put into the books. We are able to see why contributors have added 

certain information and what information is up for debate. When reading the analog 

encyclopedia, readers are limited to only what the original author wrote and nothing else. It is 

this access to multiple types of information and communication that makes Wikipedia so 

powerful. Jarod Lanier, a computer scientist, musician, and author, thinks these forms of 

collectives can be dangerous and lead to a mediocre source of information. In his article, 

“DIGITAL MAOISM: The Hazards of the New Online Collectivism,” he writes that with these 

collectives we dumb ourselves down and that they do not produce great or powerful ideas. 

Critics of his article have retorted that his arguments may be flawed and that yes, collectives may 

produce less accurate information, but they are still powerful and the way they are created and 

have come about in digital media are a true testament to their benefits for our society. Cory 

Doctorow, a Science Fiction novelist, blogger, technology activist, and Co-editor at Boing 

Boing, replied to Lanier’s article saying, “Wikipedia isn't great because it's like the Britannica. 

The Britannica is great at being authoritative, edited, expensive, and monolithic. Wikipedia is 

great at being free, brawling, universal, and instantaneous,”(Lanier, “Digital Maoism: The 

hazards of the new online collectivism”). If it weren’t for digital media we would not have 

access to this universal collective information. The strengths lie in how “free” and “brawling” 

and “instantaneous” it is. It is remarkable to see an event take place and then see how quickly its 

Wikipedia page is created or updated. The beauty of digital media is that if a person does not 

believe what they read on Wikipedia they have access to a plethora of other resources. 

One thing digital media has taught us, is that you cannot believe everything you read 

online, but luckily this form of media has provided us with numerous sources to gain information 

from. Danah Boyd also covers this topic in her essay about networked publics. “The Internet 
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introduced new possibilities for distribution; blogging alone allowed for the rise of grassroots 

journalism (Gillmor, 2004) and a channel for anyone to espouse opinions (Rettberg, 

2008),”(Boyd 48). No matter a persons political views they will always be able to find a source 

that provides them with information they can trust and rely on. When an event happens, again 

looking at the conflict in Syria, people may not want to believe the reports of news sites like 

CNN or Fox, and they don’t have to. We now have access to instant news resources like Twitter 

or Facebook, collective information like on Wikipedia, and a number of other news outlets and 

bloggers. There are plenty of options and opinions available to choose from. If it was 30 years 

ago and we wanted access to information from various sources we would have to subscribe to 

multiple newspapers, and we would not have access to a variety of opinions or multiple 

international resources. With the use of digital media it has become increasingly easier to sift 

through multiple news websites and see differing viewpoints and information.  

Digital media provides us with new forms of access to information, but what if this 

information is bad? When information is pushed out so quickly there are bound to be errors. 

When so many people are contributing to one collective there must be false information. With so 

many news resources how do we know which ones to trust and believe? Digital media is not 

always reliable and there have been many instances of websites and people on social networking 

sites posting false or inaccurate information. In schools teachers tell their students not to use 

Wikipedia as a resource because anyone can edit the pages. These are all valid issues with digital 

media, but instead of completely doubting all the information we receive online we need to take 

it upon ourselves to learn a lesson in new digital media literacy. It is our responsibility as readers 

to be critical and aware of what we are reading and where sources are getting their information 

from. Another positive benefit of having multiple online news outlets and resources is that we 
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can cross reference information and fact check. If we do not like the opinion of one blogger we 

can find another we would rather read. When looking up information on Wikipedia we can read 

the talk pages and see what information others are disputing and why certain facts were inserted 

or omitted. We need to take responsibility for how we use the access we are given and be critical 

of all that we read and intake. 

Over the past two decades our access as a whole has grown exponentially with digital 

media. We now have access to instant information, collective information and multiple sources 

of information. There will always be arguments against these types of access and there are many 

valid reasons why we need to take caution when gaining information from online resources, but 

that only gives us a lesson in new media literacy. It is important to learn to use our judgment and 

be knowledgeable when trusting the information we receive. As our access to information grows 

so do our knowledge and our responsibility. With new forms of digital media we have become a 

more aware society and we are given the option to question and comment on information we are 

being told. We can now look at multiples sources, create our own opinions, and share them with 

whoever might be interested. Hopefully old media forms will not disappear but continue to add 

to the way we use digital media.  
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